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We present a new location management strategy that
employs dynamic hashin and quorums. Location infor-

?mation of a mobile host MH) is replicated at a subset
of location servers. New location servers can be added
to the system as the number of mobile hosts and/or lo-
cation update and query rates increase. The proposed
scheme requires at most two rounds of message multi-
cssting for location update and query operations. This
compares favorably with hierarchicrd schemes that re-

uire O lg N) rounds of unicast messages, where N is
&e tot~ number of location servers.
Using Quorums for Update and Query: Ifonly the
Ml#’s identity is used to determine its location servers,
then regardless of where the MH is located in the net-
work, its location information will always be stored at

i
the same server[s . Determining the location servers of

tian MH based so ely on the ce in which that MH is
present will lead to uneven distribution of responsibility.

Given an MSS.id, denoting the cell in which the
mobi!e hoat is present, and an MH.id for that mobile
host, we em 10 double hashln as follows:
h(MSSJd,&l!&i) = (h’(MS!-id) + MH-id x

h“(MSSM)) mod m
where [O,m – 1] is the range of the hash function ho,
h’(), and h“(). Functions h’() and h’(() are uniformly
distributed over the range [O,rn– 1], and h“(MSS@
is relatively prime to m. Given an (MSS.id, MH-id)
pair, h(MSSJd, MH.id) will be uniformly distributed
over the range [0, m –

\
1. Each value of ho is a priori

mapped to a quorum of ocation servers.
Location Update: Let the old and new locations of
an MH be old_MSSAd and new-MSS_id respective .
Purge-set is the quorum for h(old_MS$-id, MH-i d
representing servers storing outdated location informa~
tion. The inform-set is the quorum for h(new-MSS-id,
MH-id), representing servers that should store new lo-
cation information. f o update the location of an MH
following operations are performed: (i) servers belong-
ing to pu~e-set – inform-set are asked to delete out-
dated location information, (ii servers belonging to in-

Aform-set – purge_set are aske to add present location
information which is timestamped with the local clock

id
value of the MH, iii servers belon ing to purge_set n
inforrmeet are as 2to replace 01 location informa-
tion with new timestamped location information.
Location Query: Quorum for h(lkfSS_id, MH-id) is
the set of location servers that a node resident in the cell
represented by MSS queries to locate the mobile host
MH. If the queried server has location information, it
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is sent in the response. Otherwise, a NULL response is
sent. Having received all the responses (NULL and non-
NULL), location information with the latest timestamp
is selected. As quorums for every (MSS, MH) pair
intersect, latest location information of an MH can be
accessed in one round of message exchan e.

%Load Balancing with Dynamic Has in : As ho
fis a uniform] y distributed hash function, eac quorum

is expected to receive roughly equal number of loca-
tion u dates and queries. However, if a 10S,CI imbal-

$’ante oes occur, dynamic hashin can be employed.
EWe modify h(MSS, MH) to be a ash function whose

5
ran e of values can expand or contract, depending on
the oad in the system as follows: hi(a, b) = (h’(a) +
b x h“(a)) mod 2’, for O < i ~ limit, for some suffi-
ciently large constant limit: So, hi(a, b) = hi_l (a, b),

or hi(a, b) = hi-l (a, b) + 2’-1. Therefore, if the quo-
rum corresponding to a hi-l (a, b) was heavily loaded,
the (MSS-id, MH-id) pairs that were all previously
mapped to quorum for hi_ 1(a, b) are now split between
two distinct quorums, corresponding to hi–l (a, b) and
hi-l (a, b) -t- 2i-1. All other (MSS-id, VMH-id) pairs,
that were not mapped to the heavily loaded quorum,
are mapped to the same quorum as before.
Accuracy: This measures the likelihood of a query
operation for an MH returning location information
stored b the latest update operation corres ondlng to

Jthat M . \As quorums intersect, servers pro ed by the
query message (querg~et) will have non-empty inter-
sections with the latest in f orm_set and purge-set.

During normal operation location ueries return the
1latest location information. However, i a location query

is made about an MH when the MH’s location is be-
ing updated, there is a smail probability of failure to
return the latest location information in the following
situation: at least one server in puryefiet receives the
query prior to deleting old information and all servers
in inform-et receive query prior to the update.
Overheads: During Iocation update and query, mes-
sages are multicast to at most two quorums of location
servers. Hence, the message complexity of each location
operation is proportional to the quorum size: O(m) if
projective lanes based scheme is used. If the crumbling

xwalls base scheme is employed, some quorums can be
as small aa lg N - lg lg N, where N is the total number
of location servers in the system.
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